Modern cyber attackers are increasingly stealthy, unpredictable and persistent. To identify and stop attackers, and to make more impactful business and security decisions, organizations need to quickly and accurately understand how adversaries think, how they work and what they want. The most advanced cyber security organizations need the ability to access raw threat data, and the ability to synthesize that data into actionable intelligence that is specific and relevant to accomplishing their mission.

The Mandiant Advanced Intelligence Access service gives you immediate access to raw Mandiant threat data, analysis tools and finished intelligence, to help organizations quickly create threat intelligence tailored to their specific threat profile and security objectives. This access is provided through a dedicated Mandiant intelligence integrator who acts as an extension of your organization to deliver context around threats, improved visibility into the tactics, techniques and procedures (TTPs) that attackers employ, and to deliver actionable insights resulting in a competitive advantage.

Advanced Intelligence Access gives organizations a way to harness the full power of Mandiant data, knowledge and expertise.

**Raw Mandiant threat and security data**
Advanced Intelligence Access incorporates telemetry from Mandiant security solutions deployed both globally and in the cloud, which includes intelligence from millions of email, endpoint and network security systems, as well as tens of millions of malicious alerts every hour. Advanced Intelligence Access also allows subscribers to harness the data and insights derived from thousands of Mandiant incident response hours, Managed Defense engagements and the Mandiant dark web intelligence research team. This knowledge improves your ability to identify adversary intentions and campaigns and proactively block threats.
Industry-leading intelligence tools
Mandiant security tools are the result of decades of security experience and technology expertise, and their benefits are available through Advanced Intelligence Access. Mandiant intelligence analysts and engineers actively use these malware analysis tools and infrastructure to navigate the trove of intelligence data and product telemetry. You can also access Mandiant Digital Threat Monitoring technology and other proprietary intelligence analysis tools through the Intelligence Integrator.

Dedicated Mandiant Intelligence Integrator
The Intelligence Integrator delivers customized intelligence and analysis for your organization’s decision makers and frontline defenders. This embedded resource uses proprietary Solutions methodologies, approaches and tools to help ensure your organization stays current on the research and adversary TTPs that are relevant to your organization. The integrator provides insight into threat activity targeting your industry, company, personnel, systems and data. Decision makers can set priorities for intelligence collection and production to gain insights on specific topics. Deliverables may include a comprehensive set of dossiers, trends, news and analysis on advanced cyber threat groups. The expert integrator adds value by making it actionable to improve your chances of stopping cyber threat actors.

An opportunity for an effective early defense
By contextualizing cyber threats, correlating source data and providing tactical, operational and strategic intelligence tailored specifically to your organization, Advanced Intelligence Access offers you:

- **Speed.** Most direct access to Mandiant telemetry and threat data so your team can make more informed security decisions, faster.
- **Agility.** Onsite Intelligence Integrator dynamically adapts analysis and deliverables to your changing needs and requirements, to help the organization keep pace with the evolving threat landscape in both the short- and long-term.
- **Proactivity.** Raw data, draft analysis, artifacts and blogs are integrated to enable early action to counter unknown threats.
- **Focus.** Customization of all phases of the intelligence cycle—including requirements, collection, analysis and production—to enable more focused efforts and relevant outcomes.
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**FIGURE 1.** With Advanced Intelligence Access, organizations can harness the full power of Mandiant data, knowledge and expertise.

Learn more at [www.mandiant.com/intelligence](http://www.mandiant.com/intelligence)
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About Mandiant
Since 2004, Mandiant has been a trusted security leader to organizations that can’t afford to fail. Today Mandiant delivers decades of frontline insights at scale through easy-to-deploy and consume SaaS solutions for provable and transformative cyber defense.
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